GEOMED 2013
The 3rd International Geography Symposium
June 10 - 13, 2013 Kemer, Antalya - Turkey

PROGRAM
Sunday - June 09, 2013 / Begonvill Hall A

Registration: 13:00 - 21:00

Monday - June 10, 2013 / Begonvill Hall A

08:00 - 10:00 Registration (continued)
10:00 - 10:30 Welcome Speeches

Prof. Dr. h. c. Ibrahim ATALAY (Symposium Chair)
Prof. Dr. Abd Alla GAD (NARSS, Egypt)
Prof. Dr. Mehmet FÜZÜN (Rector - Dokuz Eylul University, Turkey)

10:30 - 11:00 Welcome Cocktail
11:00 - 12:00 Keynote Presentations

Keynote Presentations

Chair: Prof. Dr. Mehmet FÜZÜN (Rector - DEU - Turkey)
11:00 - 11:20 Aromatic and Medicinal Plants in the East Mediterranean & Climate Change
Prof. Dr. Münir ÖZTURK - Ege University, Turkey

11:20 - 11:40 The Relationships Among Parent Material, Soil Formation and Forest Productivity in The Western Part of Taurus Mountains (SW Anatolia)
Prof. Dr. h. c. Ibrahim ATALAY - Dokuz Eylül University
Prof. Dr. Recep EFE - Balıkesir University

11:40 - 12:00 A Fifty Year Research Journey for Geographies of Turkiye: One Geographer’s Longitudinal Quest
Prof. Dr. William A. MITCHELL - Baylor University, Texas, USA

12:00 - 13:30 LUNCH BREAK
SESSION – 1

Chair : Prof. Dr. Sheripzhan NADYROV

13:30 - 14:30

Development of Land Use in Kazakhstan: Challenges and Perspectives
Kanat AKSHALOV

The Abruzzo Landscape - Cultural Heritage: Between Protection and Enhancement
Alejandra MEDA

Ethnic Minorities in Ciudad De México (Distrito Federal)
Anna WINIARCZYK RAŻNIAK - Piotr RAŻNIAK

14:30 - 14:50 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Prof. Dr. Mohamad ISHTIYAQUE

14:50 - 15:50

Polar Antarctic Researches by Kazakhstan Scientists (Automobile Scientific Expedition to the South Pole)
Ordenbek MAZBAYEV - Aygul SERGEYEVA - Erkin TOKPANOV

Dependence of the Medieval Settlements and Historic Roads to the Natural Environment Around the Deserted Castle (Slovakia)
Martina SLAMOVA - Boris BELACEK - Jan BELJAK - Noemi PAZINOVA - Frantisek CHUDY

Globalization and Position of Turkey in International Tourism
Mohsen AHADNEJAD - Ebrahim SADEGHI - Afshin NADERI

Recognition and Evaluation of Unofficial Habitation Areas of Metropolis Tabriz
Mohsen AHADNEJAD - Afshin NADERI - Samira POURKARIM - Ebrahim SADEGHI

15:50 - 16:10 / Tea & Coffee Break
SESSION – 2

Chair: Prof. Dr. Kenan MORTAN

13:30 - 14:30

The Historical Geography of The Landscapes of Altai
Anastasia GLEBOVA

Demographic Development of Bosnia and Herzegovina from The Ottoman Period Till 1991 and The Modern Demographic Problems
Mariana LUKIC - Stevo PASALIC - Jelena GOLIJANIN

Do Foreign-Owned Businesses Revitalize Historical Centers in Catalan Towns?
Pau Serra DEL POZO

14:30 - 14:50 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair: Prof. Dr. Gulnara NYUSSUPOVA

14:50 - 15:50

Viking Landscape Regionality
Johnny Grandjean JAKOBSEN

Human Influences on Environmental Changes of Kerkennah Archipelago (Tunisia) Since The 60’s
Lucile ETIENNE - Gérard BELTRANDO - Abdelkarim DAOUD

Holistic Approach to Revitalised Old Industrial Areas
Lučka LORBER

15:50 - 16:10 / Tea & Coffee Break
Chair: Dr. Lucka LORBER

16:10 - 17:10

Water Quality and Benthic Fauna Biodiversity in A Unique Small Wetland at Messinia, Greece
  Konstantinos C. GRITZALIS - E. ANASTASOPOULOU - N. GEORGIPOULOS - V. MARKOGIANNI - Nikolaos SKOULIKIDIS

Desertification Risk in Kakheti Region (East Georgia)
  Tsisana BASILASHVILI - Lia MATCHAVARIANI - Lamzira LAGIDZE

Introducing Travertine Spring, Namely "Surte Orest" As A Unique Phenomena in Iran
  Nazanin BADRI - Ali MOHAMMADI - Shirin JAFARI

Utilization of Compost for Healthy Ecosystem in Georgia"
  Lia MATCHAVARIANI - Lamzira LAGIDZE - Elene NIKOLAISHVILI - Gulnara APCIAURI - Nino PAICHADZE

17:10 - 17:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair: Dr. Mariam ELIZBARASHVILI

17:30 - 18:30

Geographical Philosophy of Permanent Competition in International Relations After The Fragmentation
  Ehsan LASHGARI

Comparative Survey of Open Spaces Between District One and District Two in Zanjan City for Temporary Accommodation of Wounded People After Earthquake
  Mehdi ZAMANI - Naser SOLEYMANI

Theoretical and Functional Contradiction of Nationalism in The Middle East
  Ali SHAHRIYAR - Mohammad SHARIFI - Ehsan LASHGARI

Landscapes of Karst Features in Dasht-e Arjan, Iran
  Meysam JAMALI - Shahmorad ALIZADEH

END of THE 1st DAY
Chair : Prof. Dr. Abd Alla GAD

16:10 - 17:10

Balneotourism in Bulgaria
   Maria V. SHISHMANOVA
Medical Aspects of Atmosphere Pollution
   Lamzira LAGIDZE - Lia MATCHAVARIANI - Nodar TSIVTSIVADZE - Nargiz KHIDASHELI - Nino PAICHADZE - Nargiz MOTSONELIDZE - Maia VAKHTANGISHVILI

Bank Erosion and Secondary Circulation in a Meandering Laboratory Flume
   Donatella TERMINI

17:10 - 17:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Dr. Pau Serra Del POZO

17:30 - 18:30

The Role of Multivariate Statistical Methods in Classification of Climate (Case Study: Area South and South-West of Iran)
   Mehdi DOOSTKAMIAN - Arezoo ASADI - Ali BAYAT
Hygienic-Therapeutic Centers and Demographic Development of Rural Communities
   Reza MANAFIAZAR - Ali Ghasemi ARDAHAI
Application of GIS and Revised Universal Soil Loss Equation for The Estimation of Water Erosion in Southwest of Iran
   Reza ZAKERINEJAD - Volker HOCHSCHILD - Michael MAERKER
The Typology of Forest Stands: A Tool of Sustainable and Multifunctional Management (Algeria)
   Assia LETREUCH - BELAROUCI - Medjahdi BOUMEDIENE - Noureddine LETREUCH BELAROUCI

END of THE 1st DAY
SESSION - 5

Chair : Prof. Dr. Seyed Esmail ASGHARPOUR

09:00 - 10:00

Internal Migrants in Kosova After The Year 2000: Reasons and Motivations
  Mimoza DUSHI

Influence of The Social Security Level on Population Migrations in Poland
  Piotr RAŹNIAK - Anna WINIARCZYK RAŹNIAK

The Risk of Deadlock Development of A Technological Civilization: from Social and Economic to Ecological Instability
  Nikolai S. PECHURKIN – Lydia A. SOMOVA

Capital of The South of Russia: Comparison of Economic Capacities of The Competing Cities
  Nikolay GONTAR

10:00 - 10:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Dr. Shpejtim BULLIQI

10:30 - 11:30

The “Lights” of the Iron Gates: a Price for the Lost Heritage
  Daniela DUMBRAVEANU

The Geo-Dynamic Activity of The Fluvial Flows of North East Part of Kosova
  Shpejtim BULLIQI - Florim ISUFI - Bashkim KASTRATI - Fitim HUMOLLI

Regional Variety of The Biotechnology Development in Asia
  Marta BOGUŚ - Sławomir DOROCKI

Artisanal Fishermen Contribution to The Coastal Integrated and Sustainable Management. Strategic Analysis Swot Application
  Maria do CEU VIEGAS - Antonio Brandao MONIZ - Paulo T. SANTOS

11:30 - 12:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Tuesday - June 11, 2013 / Begonvill Hall B

SESSION - 6

Chair : Prof. Dr. Allan WILLIAMS

09:00 - 10:00

Storm Surge Distribution Along The Mediterranean Coast: Characteristics and Evolution
Piero LIONELLO - Dario CONTE

Transformation Processes in Alpinist Regions - Mountain Glaciers Changes - Based on Selected Earth’s Glaciers
Marek ZOLADEK

Malaysia’s Efforts toward Achieving a Sustainable Development Nation: Issues, Challenges and Prospects
Noranida MOKTHSIM - Khairulmaini Osman SALLEH

The Role of Planning Systems in Controlling Land - Use Conflicts: Cases of Switzerland and Romania
Constantina Alina TUDOR - Cristian I. IOJA - Ileana PATRU-STUPARIU - Anna M. HERSPERGER

10:00 - 10:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Prof. Dr. Jerzy SOLON

10:30 - 11:30

Analysis of Land Use Changes Near Large Water Bodies in Ukraine Using GIS
Vyacheslav BOGDANETS - Anatoliy VLAEV

Actual in - Stream Mining in Alluvial Rivers: Geomorphological Impact and European Legislation
Florence SALIT - Gabriela IOANA TOROIMAC

The Main Characteristics of The Demographic Trends in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Alma POBRIC

Water Erosion in Zonouz River Basin
Seyed Esmaeil ASGHARPOUR

11:30 - 12:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Chair: Prof. Dr. Massimiliano FAZZINI

12:00 - 13:00

Are Asian Countries Threatened by Demographic Aging?
Zbigniew DŁUGOSZ - Piotr RAŹNIAK

Enterprise and Classical Factors of its Localisation on The Market
Anna Irena SZYMAŃSKA - Monika PŁAZIAK

Role of Modern Factors in Localization Decisions of Enterprises
Monika PŁAZIAK - Anna Irena SZYMAŃSKA

Assessment of Urban Sprawl on Agricultural Soil of the Northern Nile Delta of Egypt Using Remote Sensing and GIS
Adel SHALABY - Abd Alla GAD

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH BREAK

SESSION - 9

Chair: Dr. Piotr RAŹNIAK

14:30 - 15:30

Urban Transformation Processes of Driksas River Waterfront
Una İLE

Earthquakes Geopolitics and Civil Society: Republic of Türkiye and The People's Republic of China Compared
William A. MITCHELL - Zhifeng ZHONG

An Inventory Database, Evaluation and Monitoring of Especially Valuable Lands at Regional Level in Ukraine
Taras IEVSIUKOV - Ivan OPENKO

Questionning The Commons in The Case of Settlements Ovelapping Protected Areas in Romanian Carpathians
Ana-Irina DINCA - Aurel GHEORGHILAȘ - Mirela NAE - Camelia SURUGIU

15:30 - 16:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Chair : Prof. Dr. William MITCHELL

12:00 - 13:00

Natural Climatic Cycles in Altai Region in Recent Millennia
Andrey DARIN - Ivan KALUGIN - Natalya MAKSIMOVA -
Yakov RAKSHUN - Fedor DARIN - Dmitriy SOROKOLETOV

Regional Climate Change in Georgia Under Global Warming Conditions
Mariam ELIZBARASHVILI - Elizbar ELIZBARASHVILI - Marika TATISHVILI -
Shalva ELIZBARASHVILI - Ramaz MESKHIA

The Mediterranean Mountain: The Other Development Dimension. The Case of The Abruzzo Region
Marina FUSCHI - Paola MUCCIANTE

The Influence of Lithology and Soil Type on The Occurrence and Extent of Gully Erosion
Fatemeh MOUSAZADEH - Khairulmaini Osman SALLEH

13:00 - 14:30     LUNCH BREAK

SESSION - 10

Chair : Prof. Dr. El Sayed Abbas ZAGHLOUL

14:30 - 15:30

Complex Evaluation Climate Change on The Example Georgia
Dali NIKOLAISHVILI - Vazha TRAPAIDZE - Tamar MAMUKASHVILI -
Besiki KALANDADZE - Manana SHARASHENIDZE

Population and Agro Climatic Zones in India: An Analytical Analysis
Param Jit SINGH

Selective Development of Tourism in Bosnia and Herzegovina
Rahman NURKOVİÄ and Šemsudin DŽEKO

The Influence of Areas Connected with Natura 2000 on The Development and Functioning of The Environmental Potential Based on The Example of Ponidzie Administrative District
Małgorzata STRZYŻ - Bożena WÓJTOWICZ - Anna WINIARCZYK RAŻNIAK

15:30 - 16:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Chair: Prof. Dr. Ewa ROO ZIELINSKA

16:00 - 17:00

Plant Species Diversity Versus Ecotope Diversity in Chęciny-Kielce Landscape Park (S. Poland)
Jerzy SOLON - Alojzy PRZEMYSKI

The Potential of Holocene Slope Deposits as Palaeoenvironmental Archives in Turkey: Examples from Arslantepe, Malatya
Stefan DREIBRODT and Carolin LUBOS

Modeling and Mapping Potential Distribution of Crimean Juniper (Juniperus exelsa L.) Using Correlative Approaches
Kürşad ÖZKAN - Özdemir ŞENTÜRK - Ahmet MERT - Mehmet Güvenç NEGİZ

17:00 - 17:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair: Prof. Dr. Marek DEGÓRSKI

17:30 - 18:30

Petrology of Metavolcanites in Tappetagh (North of Tabas - Iran)
Seyed Mohammad HASHEMI

Neighborhood Center Design (Set of Cultural - Social-Leisure) in order to Reduce The Social Pathology, A Case Study Shah - Hoseini Neighborhood, Bandar Abbas
Neda SHAHKARAMIPOUR - Hamidreza Amery SIYAHUIII

Geographical Analysis of The Trends of Numerical Changes in Rural Population of Southwestern Caspian
Nasrollah Molaei HASHJIN - Isa POURRAMEZAN - Mahsa Molaei HASHJIN - Sohela Malekpour HASHJIN

Improving The Quality of Service to The Urban Parks with QFD and AHP
Morteza DINARVANDI - Hamidreza JAFARI - Mahnaz MOHAMADI - Ali HOSEINI

END of THE 2nd DAY
Chair: Dr. Anupreet Tiwana SINGH

16:00 - 17:00

Ecological Farming in Turkey and India: Issues and The Way Forward
  Tiwana Anupreet SINGH

Factors Affecting Preservation of The Traditional Agricultural Landscapes in Slovakia
  Juraj LIESKOVSKÝ - Jana ŠPULEROVÁ - Marta DOBROVODSKÁ - Dagmar ŠTEFUNKOVÁ - Peter KOLEDA

Geostatistical Analysis of Soil Water Dynamics and Simulation of A Precision Irrigation System with A Grid - Based Model
  Sven GRASHEY - JANSEN

Affect of The Road Traffic on Soil Properties
  Marek DEGÓRSKI

17:00 - 17:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair: Dr. Manuchehr FARAJZADEH

17:30 - 18:30

Competitiveness and Profitability of Gum Arabic in North Kordofan State (Sudan)
  Ghada Ahmed Musa YASSEEN - Ali Abdel Aziz SALÍH - Mohammed Elawad DafaElla AHMED

The Seismic Chance Prevesonnelle in Urban Zones Cas The City of Batna - Algeria
  Kamel BELKHIRI - Kalla MAHDI

A New Approach To Action Research in Urban Crisis Management Studies
  Naser SOLEYMANI - Mehdi ZAMANI

END of THE 2nd DAY
SESSION - 13

Chair : Prof. Dr. Elena OKLADNIKOVA

09:00 - 10:00

The Effects of Tectonic Movements on The Mediterranean Ecosystem
   Ibrahim ATALAY and Recep EFE

The Wind Energy Potential Zoning Using GIS and Fuzzy Mcdm Based Approach; Study Area: Zanjan Province Iran
   Manuchehr FARAJZADEH - Ali TAGHILO - Mehran SAFA

Relationship Between Vegetation and Soil Along A Topographical Gradient
   Jerzy SOLON - Ewa ROO ZIELINSKA - Marek DEGORSKI

Cloud Cover Investigation of East Mediterranean Sea
   Mehmet Tahir KAVAK - Ahmet YILDIRIM - Sabri KARADOGAN

10:00 - 10:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Dr. Can DENIZMAN

10:30 - 11:30

Analysis of Spatial Structure and Dynamics of Tom Valley Landscapes Based on GIS and Remote Sensing
   Vadim KHROMYKH - Oxana KHROMYKH

Capacity Enhancement of Pilgrim Tourism in Nine Wali’s Area Case Study: Semarang, Demak, Kudus, and Jepara
   Dian Novia INDRIANTI

Quality of Russian Medieval Plough Lands in The 15th Century According to Novgorod Cadaster Books
   Alexey FROLOV - Olga TRAPEZNIKOVA

Geo - Economic and Regional Situation in Turkic - Speaking Countries in Central Asia
   Sheripzhan NADYROV - Gulnara NYUSSUPOVA - Alim MILKAIDAROV

11:30 - 12:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
SESSION - 14

Chair : Dr. Johnny JAKOBSEN

09:00 - 10:00

To Make The Agriculture Greener
   Brigitta TÓTH - Szilvia VERES - László NAGY - Géza László NAGY - Csaba JUHÁSZ - László LÉVAI

Labyrinths of Kola Peninsula in Historical Landscapes of North East Subarctic
   Elena OKLADNIKOVA

Bioaccumulation of Heavy Metals By Leaves of Robinia Pseudoacacia L. As Biomonitor of Soil Contamination
   Nikolina TZVETKOVA - K. PETKOVA

Possibility for Using of Two Paulownia Hybrids as A Tool for Remediation of Heavy Metal Contaminated Soil
   Nikolina TZVETKOVA - Kamelia MILADINOVA – K. IVANOVA - Teodora GEORGIEVA - Maria GENEVA - Yuliana MARKOVSKA

10:00 - 10:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Prof. Dr. Fantina TEDIM

10:30 - 11:30

Pebble Origin and Beach Zone Differentiation
   Allan WILLIAMS - Katya STEPANOVA

Geography Aspects of The Monitoring and Early Warning Seismic System in Bulgaria
   Boyko RANGUELOV - Tihomir ILIEV

Connection Between Surface and Subsurface Karst Development in Florida
   Can DENÍZMAN

Landscapes of The Bahamas and Their Unexplored Relationship to Sea Level Change
   Bud YOUNG

11:30 - 12:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Chair : Prof. Dr. Boyko RANGUELOV

12:00 - 13:00

The Taxonomic Characteristics of The Fish Fauna of The Middle - Amur in Comparison with The Freshwater Fish Fauna of Some Areas of The Far East of Russia
   Vitaly BURIK

Net Primary Production in Forest Coenoses of Middle Siberia: Assisment Using A Model of Tree's Fraction Phytomass Distribution
   Yulia IVANOVA - V. SOUKHOVOLSKY

Managed Microbiocenoses for Practical Applications
   Lydia A. SOMOVA - G.A. MIKHEEVA - N. S. PECHURKIN

The Romanian Compulsory Insurance System Against Natural Disasters – Necessity, Facts, Effects
   Ana Irina DINCĂ - Crina DIMA

13:00 - 14:30   LUNCH BREAK

SESSION - 9

Chair : Dr. Sven GRASHEY - JANSEN

14:30 - 15:30

Role of Madarsa in Promoting Education and Socio-Economic Development in Mewat District, State of Haryana, India
   Mohammad ISHTIYIQUE

Regional Distribution of Vocational Secondary and Higher Education Schools in Bulgaria
   Tereza STEFANOVA

Long - Term Observations of Self - Cleaning Process in The Coastal Zones Polluted by Spilled Oil
   Andrey N. KUZNETSOV - Y.A. FEDOROV - P. FATTAL

Lifelong Learner Profile of Geography Undergraduate Students
   Hande POYRAZ - Murat POYRAZ

15:30 - 16:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Chair : Dr. Anna WINIARCZYK - RAŹNIAK

12:00 - 13:00

SMES Networks on Destinations: Geographical and Economic Impacts of New Form of Tourism in Italy
   Carmen BIZZARRI - Margherita PEDRANA
Dual Pricing - Two Points of View (Citizen’s and Notcitizen’s). The Case of Entrance Fees in Tourist Facilities in Nepal
   Michal APOLLO
Satellite Remote Sensing as A Tool in Disaster Management and Sustainable Development
   Olalekan Mumin BELLO - Yusuf Adeyoyin AINA
Remote Sensing and GIS For Digital Land Resources Mapping of The Northwestern Coast, Egypt
   Abd Alla GAD

13:00 - 14:30 LUNCH BREAK

SESSION - 14

Chair : Dr. Mohammad RAHIMI

14:30 - 15:30

Mountainous Environment Enhancement and Protection - The Example of The Mountainous Village Nymphaio in Greece
   Androniki TSOUCHLARAKI
The Largest Forest Fires in Portugal: Exceptional Events or Evidences of A New Trend?
   Fantina TEDIM - Ruben REMELGADO - João MARTINS - Salete CARVALHO
Using Political Geography to Identify Pattern of FBR Power As A Civil Society Organization in Depok, Indonesia
   Ahmad YAZID - Dian Novia INDRIANTI
Water Demand of Urban Mixed Vegetation: Comparing Three Observational-Based Approaches
   Hamideh NOURI - Simon BEECHAM

15:30 - 16:00 / Tea & Coffee Break
Wednesday - June 12, 2013 / Begonvill Hall A

Chair : Prof. Dr. Mohamed Nour Eldin ELSABAWY

16:00 - 17:00

The Possibilities of Degraded Land Use in Large Mining Basins in Serbia
   Jelena ZIVANOVIĆ MILJKOVIC - Gordana DZUNIC

Inland Waters of Samothraki Island (Greece): Exploratory Ecological Assessment
   Nikolas SKOULIKIDIS - A. LAMPOU - Stamatis ZOGARIS -
   Ioannis KARAOUZAS - Konstantinos GRITZALIS

Causes of Flooding in Kosovo
   Bashkim KASTRATI - Shpejtim BULLIQI - Florim ISUFI - Fitim HUMOLLI

Analytical Study For Some Climate Element over The Kingdom (Case Study of Draught)
   Mohammed Noor A. AHMEDJEY

17:00 - 17:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair : Prof. Dr. Daniela DUMBRAVEANU

17:30 - 18:30

Evaluation of Chashma Right Bank Irrigation Project and Strategy Formulation Using
   Swot Approach
   Atta-ur RAHMAN - Amir Nawaz KHAN - Ali ZULFIQAR

Using Remote Sensing and GİS Techniques to Monitor The Geo - Environmental Changes
   at Abydose Area, Sohag, Egypt
   El-Sayed Abbas ZAGHLOUL

Spatial Information for Sustainable Land Resources Development: Using Technology for
   Informed Decision Making
   Ibrahim Rafindadi ABDULRAHMAN

Secularisation Process: Turkey and Western Europe Compared
   Daviz ABESADZE

20:00 - 22:00 : GALA DINNER

END of THE 3rd DAY
Chair: Dr. Param Jit SINGH

16:00 - 17:00

Urban-Geographic Study of Urban Settlements in Bosnia and Herzegovina as An Element of Area Planning
   Rahman NURKOVIC - Nusret DREŠKOVIC

Social and Economic Patterns of Frontier Regions Land Use in Ukraine
   Volodymyr KURYLO - Ludmila KURYLO

Economic Crisis and its Impact on Land-Use of Lowland Drained Landscape in Western Ukraine
   Nina LISHCHUK

Factors Affecting Women's Access to Agricultural Services and Farm Income in Sennar State
   Fatima ABDALLA SULIMAN - Mohamed Saeed AWADALLA

17:00 - 17:30 / Tea & Coffee Break

Chair: Dr. Seyed Mohammad HASHEMI

17:30 - 18:30

Impact of Urbanization on Population Changes in Metropolitan Area of Tehran, Iran
   Seyed Esmaeil ASGHARPOUR - Habibollah ZANJANI - Gholamreza TALEGHANI

Providing A Management Model For The Development of Sports Tourism
   Seyed Esmaeil ASGARPOUR - Gholam Reza TALEGHANI - Ali GHAFARY - Maryam BEKIAI - Mohammad Bagher NEMATI

A Hybrid Model of Fuzzy Mcdm Methods and GIS in Optimal Site Selection for Urban Health Centers
   Roghieh RAMEZANKHANI - Ali HOSSEINI - Mohammad GHEIBI

Spatial Ordering Blight Texture Lale-Zar Zone with Approach to Strategic Planning
   Ali TAEB - Mokhtar YOURDKHANI

20:00 - 22:00 : GALA DINNER

END of THE 3rd DAY
POSTER PROGRAM

Monday - June 10, 2013 / Poster Hall

POSTER SESSION – 1

14:00 – 17:00

Reviews of Trend Monthly, Seasonal and Annual Temperature, Precipitation, and Dew Point (Case Study: North West of The Iran)
   Abdullah FARAJI – Mehdi DOOSTKAMIAN - Azar BERANVAND - Ahmad ROMIYANI

Review Morphologic and Physiographic Features of The Catchment Izad Khast By Using GIS
   Mhamad NAJAR SALIGHE - Mehdi DOOSTKAMIAN - Ali BAYAT - Ahmad ROMIYANI

The Role of Tourism Management in Regional Sustainable Development (Case Study: City Khorram Abad)
   Mahmood Fall SOLIYMAN - Mohammad Haji POUR - Ahmad ROMYANI - Ebrahim SADEGHI

Inventory of Rare Orchids in The National Park of Tlemcen (Algeria)
   Assia LETREUCH BELAROUCI - Boumediene MEDJAHDI - Noureddine LETREUCH BELAROUCI

Vulnerability of Cork Oak Forests to Climate Change (Algeria)
   Assia LETREUCH BELAROUCI - Boumediene MEDJAHDI - Noureddine LETREUCH BELAROUCI

END of THE 1st DAY

Tuesday - June 11, 2013 / Poster Hall

POSTER SESSION – 2

09:00 – 12:00

Analytical Test on Social and Environmental Conditions of Accidents with Lonomia Obliqua Walker 1855, in Southern Brazil
   Claudia MOREIRA GARCIA

Diagnostic Plant Species of Forests As indicators of Environmental Conditions at Local and Regional Scales
   Ewa ROO – ZIELIŃSKA

Fantastic Predator of Kalbak-Tash (High Altai Mountains): Göbekli Tepe Parallels
   Elena OKLADNIKOVA
The Evaluation of Anthropogenic Impact on The Stability of Landscape
Eva MICHAELI - Monika IVANOVÁ - Štefan KOCO
National Parks and World Heritage Sites in Japan
Yukimasa KATO - Mitsuru SANO

Tuesday - June 11, 2013 / Poster Hall

POSTER SESSION - 3

14:00 - 17:00

Analysis of Census Data For The Year 2011 in Kosovo Through GIS
Florim ISUFIs - Shpejtim BULLIQI - Safete ISUFIs - Fitim HUMOLLIs - Bashkim KASTRATIs

Water Resource Assessment For Area of High Socio - Economic Impact on North-West Maghreb
Gérard BELTRANDO - J.C. BERGÈS

An Investigation of The Barriers Related to Tourism Industry Development in Iran
Seyed Esmaeil ASGARPOUR - Gholam Reza TALEGHANI - Ali GHAFARY - Maryam BEKIAI - Saham KAEBI

Geography Illiteracy and Reforming Geography Education in Egypt Among University Undergraduate Students
Mohamed Nour Eldin ELSABAWY

Minimization of Water Erosion Degradation Processes on Chernozems in The Forest Steppe Zone of Ukraine
Ievgeniy BEREZHNIAK

The Modeling of Natural and Socioeconomic Factors of Desertification and its Particularity for The Republic of Armenia
Ashot KHOETSYAN - Susanna KHACHATRYAN

END of THE 2nd DAY

Wednesday - June 12, 2013 / Poster Hall

POSTER SESSION - 4

09:00 - 12:00

The Influence of Altitudinal Zonality on The Spectral Characteristics (MODIS) Mountain Forests of The Western Sayan
Nikolay KUKOBA - J. IVANOVA - I. BOTVICH

Analyzing Trends of Precipitation for Humid, Normal and Drought Classes Using Percent of Normal Precipitation Index (Pnpi), A Case of Study: Fars Province, Iran
Wednesday - June 12, 2013 / Poster Hall

POSTER SESSION - 5

14:00 - 17:00

Conditions Favoring the Occurrence of Ignis fatuus Phenomenon over a Mass Grave in Niepołomice

Józef ŻYCHOWSKI

Analysis of The Present Conceptions About Environment in The National Biology Textbooks Year 2012, Brazil

Naziel de OLIVEIRA

Nutritional Status of the Children Under Age of Five in A desertified Area of Sudan - Alrawakeeb Valley

Ola E. AHMED - Mofida Y. ELKHALIFA - Maria H. ELNASIKH

Kazakh - Russian Relations: Regional and Geopolitical Aspect of the Problem

Sheripzhan NADYROV - Aigul TOKBERGENOVA - Asel IKANOVA

Northern Part of The Persian Gulf Sea Level Changes in Quaternary Through A Fifteen Meter Core Obtained from Bushehr Area

Razyeh LAK

Sedimentological Evidences of A Major Drought in The Holocene of The Hoz - E-Soltan Lake, Central Iran

Saced REZAEIAN - Razyeh LAK - Fayazi FARAJOLAH

END of THE 3rd DAY